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The Jewish Corruption Of The Tree Of Life In Kabala
The Flower of Life is the symbol the Kabala tree is taken from. This symbol is in Egypt, India,
China, Europe and the America's. In Egypt its burned by laser into the ancient columns in the
Osirian Temple which is at least twelve thousand years old.
This has been corrupted in the Jewish Kabala. The core of the Tree of Life is the Seed of Life which
the Kabala tree is from. If one overlaps the Kabala Tree over this symbol its obvious there should be
13 worlds on the tree. Which is what the Chaldean world tree had and the Hindu's have 13 Gods
that created the universe. This is more obvious as the Tree in Kabala is "god" and in Kabala "God is
One" which is the sacred statement of Judaism is designed to encode the number 13. And "god" is
given 13 attributes in Kabala. This is the 13 major chakras. That form "god" which is the soul.
Within the Flower of Life is the Seed of Life that shows 13 is the number of the universe:
"The flower of life holds a secret symbol created by drawing 13 circles out of the Flower of Life.
By doing this, one can discover the most important and sacred pattern in the universe. This is the
source of all that exists; it's called the Fruit of Life. It contains 13 informational systems. Each one
explains another aspect of reality. Thus these systems are able to give us access to everything
ranging from the human body to the galaxies. In the first system, for example, it's possible to create
any molecular structure and any living cellular structure that exists in the universe. In short every
living creature."[1]
The point of Judaism is only these ugly things have a soul and this makes them "god"....."god" in
Judaism is literally the Jews themselves its right in their writings.
Behold Christians and Muslims this is the living "god" of your books.....
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